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AUSTRALIAN DEFENCE FORCE — SHIPBUILDING 
Grievance 

MR F.M. LOGAN (Cockburn) [9.07 am]: My grievance is to the Deputy Premier. Before I start my grievance, 
I would like to table for the rest of the day’s sitting a document titled “Australian Naval Shipbuilding”, which 
was produced by the Australian Manufacturing Workers’ Union and sets out the campaign to bring forward the 
building of Australian naval and government ships in Australia. This document will also provide some overview 
for the Deputy Premier to the grievance that I am about to go through. 

[The paper was tabled for the information of members.] 

Mr F.M. LOGAN: We are calling on the Deputy Premier and the government to champion shipbuilding and our 
industry capacity in Western Australia by writing to and meeting with WA Senator David Johnston, the federal 
Minister for Defence, and in so doing to express Western Australia’s support for bringing forward the timetable 
for naval and government ship builds. 

I am sure that the Deputy Premier is aware that WA is home to Austal Ships Pty Ltd, the builder of Armidale-
class patrol boats and Cape-class customs vessels; BAE Systems in Henderson, of which some delegates are 
sitting in the gallery behind us—I thank you very much for that, Mr Speaker—which overhauls, maintains and 
upgrades Australian frigates and supply vessels; and Australian Submarine Corporation, which also has some 
delegates in the Speaker’s gallery and which has a purpose-built facility in Henderson to carry out major 
maintenance on Collins-class submarines. In and around the Henderson, Rockingham and Fremantle areas are 
navy support and specialist contract companies L3, Raytheon and Thales, just to name a few. The air warfare 
destroyer project, the helicopter LHD vessel project and the Australian Customs and Border Protection vessel 
project, which is being undertaken by Austal, are likely to come to an end during 2015, which will mean massive 
job losses in the naval shipbuilding industry, and possibly the closure of naval shipbuilding yards. It may also 
include the naval component of Austal, given the fact that it simply has no contracts. The loss of thousands of 
jobs and, most importantly, our capacity as a country and a state to build and maintain our own naval capacity is 
just unacceptable. New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia have called on the Minister for Defence and 
the Prime Minister to bring forward the naval shipbuilding programs. The types of vessels involved are spelt out 
in the document I have with me, which I am sure the staff can get for the Deputy Premier. Together with 
industry, the states are calling on Senator Johnston to bring forward the building program—which has been 
planned for and allocated money, but it is set out in further years—to build more air warfare destroyers. Some of 
the air warfare destroyer blocks are built at BAE Systems in Henderson; indeed, it is not all done in South 
Australia and Victoria.  

Some of the programs include the Armidale-class patrol boat replacement. Armidale-class was built by Austal 
and, if the replacement is made from aluminium, it will probably be built at Austal. There is also the replacement 
of the tanker HMAS Sirius and supply ship HMAS Success, both of which are coming to the end of their lives. 
Sirius was an old tanker that was bought off the shelf and completely overhauled and remodelled into a naval 
tanker facility at BAE operations in Henderson. It is also planned to build the next multipurpose icebreaker in 
Australia. All those vessels are planned to be built after 2017 and 2018; indeed, in some cases, beyond 2020. We 
ask that the Western Australian state government lobby Western Australian Senator David Johnston, the Minister 
for Defence, to bring some of those projects forward so that we can keep our skill capacity and keep the yards 
open in not only South Australia and Victoria, but Western Australia as well. The loss of jobs will mean the drift 
of people away from those industries into other industries, such as oil and gas or mining, and that will be 
significant to the shipbuilding industry in Western Australia.  

I congratulate the government for investing in the Australian Centre for Energy and Process Training in 
Henderson, which is a fantastic investment. I call on the government to look at building the second stage of the 
floating dock at the Australian Marine Complex in Henderson. The second stage of the floating dock will allow 
the lifting of the LHD helicopter–landing vessels and would mean that Western Australia is the only place in 
Australia where that can be done, guaranteeing a huge amount of work for Western Australia over the 
forthcoming years.  

DR K.D. HAMES (Dawesville — Deputy Premier) [9.14 am]: I am very supportive of the comments made by 
the shadow minister. I am representing the Premier today, because this grievance was intended for him. I am not 
an expert in the field, but my responsibility for the Department of Training and Workforce Development will 
certainly be impacted by this issue. I am a little confused about the member for Cockburn’s call to bring projects 
forward, because it does not match the notes I have been given. The Department of Defence white paper is done 
every five years to plan for Australia’s defence. The state made a large submission in 2012 calling for a lot of 
things that the member asked for—calling to bring those works forward to ensure they are done in Western 
Australia. The “Defence White Paper 2013” was released in May this year—so only this month. It outlines that 
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the government plans to upgrade the Learmonth, Pearson and Curtin air bases to accommodate new aircraft 
requirements, which is very welcome. It also plans to upgrade Fleet Base West to accommodate the new air 
warfare destroyers. Again, that is welcome. The thing I find a little confusing is that the member is calling on us 
to ask the federal government to bring shipbuilding programs forward. The document I have been given states 
that it is bringing them forward. The notes I have read — 

• From a Western Australian industry development perspective, DWP13 also offers 
opportunities in several key naval shipbuilding projects that will be brought forward. These 
are: 

• The replacement Armidale Class patrol boats; and 

• Two replacement supply ships. 

Both of those offer significant opportunities for Western Australia’s shipbuilding industries and it refers to 
Austal.  

I will now read some additional text that was provided. The suggestion has been made that the state government 
has not lobbied the federal government to try to make sure that Western Australia gets that work. These notes 
reveal that that is not correct. They read as follows —  

The department has targeted as the first opportunity the program to replace HMAS’s Success and 
Sirrius. … under our SuperBlock Strategy. This Strategy aims to introduce the internationally 
competitive skills and infrastructure capabilities of Western Australian industry into the naval 
shipbuilding industry and major naval ship acquisition programs. Significant facilities are available for 
naval defence contracting following the Western Australian Government and private sector investment 
in engineering infrastructure at the AMC in support of the growth in Australia’s resources economy. 
This infrastructure will enable a step change in the methodology of future naval building programs to 
take place. This step change is the construction of Super–Blocks, in essence Superblocks will be 4–
6 times the size of current modules being built for recent defence shipbuilding programs, they will 
capitalize on WA industry’s productivity and skills honed to building large module in the resources 
sector leading to significant savings for the Defence Department. A brochure outlining the Strategy is 
attached. 

I do not know where it is attached —  

The Minister for Commerce has written to the Minister for Defence outlining the States interest in 
SEA 1654 and outlining the Superblock strategy to him, 

The Minister for Defence was also personally briefed on the State’s Super-Block strategy on the 
Department of Commerce’s stand at the major international maritime Defence Conference and 
Exhibition Pacific 2013 held in Sydney late last year. 

Briefings on the Strategy were also given to all major European shipbuilders who are contention to bid 
to offer vessels under SEA 1654 at Pacific 2013. Follow on meetings have been held with a number of 
these international shipbuilders at the AMC where the opportunity to showcase the state owned 
common use infrastructure and its capabilities as part of the Superblock strategy was taken. Relevant 
senior officers of the Defence Material Organisation (DMO) were also briefed on the Strategy at Pacific 
2013. 

In conjunction with AMC Management the department intends to undertake follow up briefings of 
relevant Navy and DMO officers at the major Defence event for Australian industry, the Defence and 
Industry Conference to be held in Adelaide 29–30 July 2014. Briefings with relevant industry 
representatives will also be held. 

The department will also be involved when the replacement for the Armidale patrol boats program is 
announced. The department worked closely with local industry when the Armidale project was first 
announced and it is pleasing to note that the Armidale vessels were built in Western Australia 
by Austal. 

Austal’s extensive capabilities not only in patrol boat construction but in naval ship construction at the 
AMC should not be forgotten in the debate around Australian future naval shipbuilding program. Austal 
is the only major Australian owned shipbuilder currently building naval vessel for export. Over the next 
two years it will design and construct two 72m high speed support vessels similar in purpose to a class 
of US Navy warship the company are building in their shipyard in Alabama. It is understood the ships 
are for the Royal Navy of Oman. 
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Obviously, member for Cockburn, a lot of work has been done to promote that. I note that part of the complaint 
was that Premiers in other states have put forward some lobbying to make sure that this happens in Western 
Australia. I cannot speak on behalf of the Premier, but as Minister for Training and Workforce Development, 
I am more than happy to personally lobby the Minister for Defence and strongly encourage him because not only 
does this provide work opportunities for our existing workers and the use of the facilities in Western Australia, 
but also as an enhanced training area and workforce development area. It is very important for us to promote the 
skills that we have in this state and I am happy to commit to undertaking that. 
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